The potential of phosphorescence spectrometry in clinical chemistry--the new generation of instrumentation and methodology.
We review recent advances in instrumentation and methodology in phosphorimetry that should facilitate the use of phosphorimetry for clinical analyses and recent phosphorescence studies of interest to the clinical chemist. We indicate recent advances, particularly improvements in instrumentation, novel methodologies, and new chemical processes that result in either an increase in sensitivity or selectivity (or both) of measurement of compounds of clinical importance. The greatest use of phosphorimetry in the clinical laboratory will not be for the analysis of very large numbers of samples for one species via automatic instrumentation, but rather will be for the analysis of those molecular species difficult or impossible to measure by conventional methods (colorimetry, fluorometry, etc.). Although various instrumental and methodological advances are discussed separately here, the most important use of these advances in clinical chemistry will undoubtedly be when two or more of them are combined, for example, in the use of time- or frequency-resolved phosphorimetry for the selective measurement of the phosphorescence resulting with inorganic probes and the appropriate choice of solvent and pH (of course, the instrument could contain an image vidicon detector for rapid determination of the spectrum, the decay curve, or both).